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LWVE PLANS THE “WHATS AND HOWS” OF OUR CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
— by Betty Hayford
Next year the League of Women Voters of
Evanston will observe the centennial of its
founding and Co-President Jennifer O’Neil
has organized a group to plan an appropriate
commemoration. We quickly identified the
need to identify what and how to celebrate.
The question of “what?” recognized that
we want to review our past activities and
achievements and identify how our past
efforts will be the focus for civic engagement
in the years to come.
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The historical records of our League are in the
archives at the Evanston History Center. We will
begin reviewing those records for information
about early leaders and their efforts. The
League has been active in supporting important
government and civic measures, including the
decisions to move to a Council-Manager form
of government, provide school breakfasts
and dissolve Evanston Township. The Local
Program adopted by the League every spring
is often a vehicle for addressing civic issues
and our research will lead to a more complete
continued on page 6

HEALTH EQUITY IN EVANSTON:
LOCAL PROGRAM GROUP EXPLORES GAPS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
— by Sue Brenner, Betty Hayford, Lois Taft
LWVE’s Health Equity Local Program
began its effort in September studying
general articles on the topic of health
equity, then drawing up questions for
interviews. Some questions aimed to
get comparable information from all
interviewees and others were more
specifically tailored to a specific
organization. Interviews will continue by
including hospitals, more service providers and social service
agencies, Evanston City staff and elected officials.
Our reading made clear that research supports the importance
of socioeconomic factors in shaping health and identifies them
as the primary factors responsible for health inequities. Health
inequities can be defined as the unfair and avoidable differences
in health status existing within and between communities. For
too many people, health is determined by where you were born,
where you grew up and where you live now. Regrettably, there
is a widening health divide between the haves and have-nots.
Our interviews started with the Evanston Department of Health
and Human Services, where we spoke with the Director, Ikenga
Ogbo, and the Community Health Specialist, Kristin Meyer.
They confirmed the disparity in health outcomes among
census tracts in Evanston, overall health concerns and in the
impact of Covid19. Next we interviewed Liz Feldman, retired
Medical Director of Erie Evanston/Skokie Health Center. She
outlined the services provided by the Center to thousands

of Evanston and Skokie residents each
year, including primary care services,
dental care and mental health services.
The Director of the Health Equity Impact
Team at Northshore University Health
System informed us that the system is
launching a new initiative to improve
community health and health equity
through grants to local groups in
addition to the charity care they provide.
We will be interviewing other Evanston
organizations and agencies that provide health care, including
Connections for the Homeless, Trilogy and Peer Services.
Each interview provides new leads for further investigation. A
prevailing issue in addressing health equity is that treatment
options for mental health concerns are strongly needed.
A common thread has surfaced over our many discussions:
health inequity is not only a result of limited availability of medical
services. Systemic issues and social determinants of health such
as income, housing, nutrition, education, transportation, clean
air and water, language and literacy skills and trust in the system
are all responsible.
Through the readings and initial interviews, the group has
learned that the challenges of health equity are great and the
solutions may be difficult to implement. Our goal is to provide
a report to League members increasing our understanding of
the issue and advocating for changes that might be beneficial to
Evanstonians. We are planning a program in February to inform
members of our findings.

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENTS
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Dear Colleagues,
Heading into the holidays we tend to review
the past year, get wrapped up in the holidays
and look forward — all at the same time. This
seems particularly confusing and uncertain this
year. (What are we going to put into those family
holiday letters?) However, we think there are
some clear messages.
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There has been progress. Yes, we still must wear masks and be careful, but
we’re making real gains. While we still have a fight on our hands, there have
been political wins, too. There are economic positives, climate change has finally
moved up on the priority list and our elected officials and people of Evanston
continue to pursue good government with social and economic justice. We are
hopeful — as we see it, our glass half full!
Commitment is strong. We see it everywhere, even on the part of those we may
not agree with. We are so proud of the commitment the LWV leaders who have
demonstrated in Washington on the front lines — even getting arrested — to protect
our voting rights. And here in Evanston we are grateful for the commitment of our
members. Did you know that more than 80 members have actively participated
in the League’s operations, attended an event, made a contribution or all of
the above in just the last four months! That doesn’t begin to tell the story of the
time, energy and expertise that members bring to the League’s work, nor does
it speak to the members, officials and public informed by League advocacy and
communications.
Looking toward 2022, we are excited about the 100th Anniversary of our League.
We hope you will read the related article in this issue and contribute to the
planning process.
Please join us for our holiday gathering on December 9. We can’t wait to see you
in person!
Enjoy your family and friends at Thanksgiving and all the upcoming holidays and
stay upbeat and safe.
— Jennifer and Mary, Co-Presidents
Jennifer O’Neil jenoneil2@gmail.com

Mary Keefe Kelly kelly96@rcn.com

TIME TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP!
Keeping your membership active and participating in the
activities of LWVE is critical. If you have not yet paid your
annual dues we encourage you to do so as soon as possible.
Dues can be paid via check mailed to the LWVE office or
online via PayPal at lwve.org.

A WARM WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS!

We look forward to meeting you personally and invite you to
participate in League activities that fit your interests and schedule.

Betty Ann Badger | Martha Evens

Lauren McFarlane | Dorothy Nagelbach | Willie Shaw
Tucker Wildes | Julie Winsberg
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CATHARINE McCULLOCH:
SUFFRAGIST, POLITICAL ACTIVIST, SUPPORTER OF WOMEN’S RIGHTS
— by Betty Hayford
The rains ceased, the sun came
out and Saturday, October
30 was a beautiful day to
remember Evanston activist
Catharine Waugh McCulloch by
unveiling a plaque in her honor
in newly renovated McCulloch
Park. Over 100 neighborhood
families, League of Women
Voters members, city staff,
elected officials and supporters
of women’s rights attended the
event and appreciated hearing of
McCulloch’s accomplishments.

law students in her class who went
on to establish a pioneering legal
practice featuring engagement
in the fight for women’s rights,
playing a major role in the
national suffrage movement and,
in1907, election to the office of
justice of the peace as the first
woman in Illinois to do so. She
wrote numerous pamphlets, plays
and books on women’s rights, as
well as over 50 family-inspired
limericks with husband Frank.
League member and 7th Ward
Council member Eleanor Revelle
and Mayor Daniel Biss added
to the praise for all of McCulloch’s accomplishments and the
importance of public monuments that will instruct Evanston youth
about important steps towards equality by previous generations.

From left: Mayor Daniel Biss, Rep. Jennifer Gong-Gershowitz, Rep.
Robyn Gabel, Ann McCulloch and Alderman Eleanor Revelle

The newly redesigned and rebuilt park was busy with children
at play as Lawrence Hemingway, Evanston Director of Parks and
Recreation, outlined the combined efforts to improve the park
and establish a worthy site to recognize a prominent Evanston
woman. Lori Osborne, Executive Director of Evanston’s
Women’s History Project and a major force in working for the
historic marker, informed the audience that Evanston women
were leaders in the state and national suffrage movement. A
National Votes for Women Trail has been created throughout
the United States with 250 historic markers with 50 in Illinois and
four in Evanston.
McCulloch’s great granddaughter, Ann McCulloch, offered a
family perspective on her great-grandmother, one of two female

Respect for McCulloch was reflected with attendance by two
of our Springfield Representatives, Robyn Gabel and Jennifer
Gong-Gershowitz as well as Allyson Haut, President of LWV
Illinois and several members of the LWVIL Board.
The dedication of the historic marker brings attention to the
19th Amendment to the American Constitution. The speakers
and their audience noted that the struggle is not over and ongoing efforts are needed before the right to vote and other
civil rights are fully accessible to all Americans.

LARRY SUFFREDIN, COOK COUNTY COMMISSIONER OF OVER 20 YEARS
— by Elizabeth Kinney
On September 22, we were delighted to have
13th District Cook County Commissioner
Larry Suffredin as our luncheon speaker.
He is retiring from his position on
December 5, 2022, after serving for over
20 years. Being a county commissioner
also includes service as a Cook County
Forest Preserve Commissioner.
In many ways, Cook County is like a state. For example, it has
the largest trial court system in the world and one of the largest
public health systems in the country. Further, it has 72,000
acres of forest preserve plus the Chicago Botanic Gardens and
Brookfield Zoo.
Early in his career, Larry was instrumental in having a compilation
of county laws put together into what is now the Cook County,
Illinois Code of Ordinances. He also worked to save Cook County
Hospital, now John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital of Cook County, from

demolition and led efforts to put together a board to run it. It has
since grown to include 17 clinics and three hospitals, including
one for juveniles and one for jail inmates. In addition, Cook
County also has 420,000 people covered by “county care” which
does not require use of the Cook County Hospital.
Larry was quite involved in setting up the Conservation and
Policy Council of the Cook County Forest Preserve. Further, his
office has processed over 10,000 property tax appeals filed with
either the Assessor or the Board of Review.
During the remainder of his Cook County Commissioner term,
Larry plans to work on redistricting, ethics reform, public health
reform and ensuring that the court system is just and that all
who participate in the court system are treated fairly. At the
Forest Preserve, he will be devoting his energies to passing a
referendum to stabilize the Forest Preserve’s finances. He hopes
that the League will support this effort.
League member Michelle Jordan is his District Director and
General Counsel.
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There is a wealth of climate-related
information on the League’s website
at www.lwve.org, including the
recent presentation on carbon pricing
by Mike Ryan of Citizens’ Climate
Lobby.

CLIMATE
CORNER
— by Elizabeth Kinney

When you open the website, click
on LWVE 2021-2022 Local Program
Goals then Climate, Click here for more
information. On the Climate page, you
will find links to more information for
climate action priorities for Evanston
and Cook County.

Illinois’ Bell Bowl Prairie is a rare
old growth prairie in danger of
being destroyed by a planned
expansion of the Chicago
Rockford International Airport.
It contains at least 164 species
of plants, many of which are rare
and rare nesting birds such as the
grasshopper sparrow. It is also
home to the endangered rusty
patched bumble bees. Please
visit www.savebellbowlprairie.
org to find out what you can do to
protect this endangered prairie.

RIVER TRAIL NATURE CENTER
— by Joan M Lakebrink
The Cook County League of Women Voters offered guided
tours this summer in three of the forest preserves/nature centers
of Cook County. Four Evanston League members attended
the River Trail Nature Center tour: Sonia Evenstad, Elizabeth
Kinney, Joan Lakebrink and Trudy Turner. The naturalist guide
happily wore a microphone so the group of about twenty could
understand her planned remarks as well as her responses to
questions from insightful and inquiring members.
Plants native to the prairie — grasses, flowers and trees are
maintained. Deer fences are used to protect the “attractive”
trees and saplings while indigenous wildlife also flourish in the
preserve — white-tailed deer, squirrels, woodpeckers, beavers
and owls and many others. River Trail has beehives both local
and more “exotic.” The hives have been painted in interesting
designs by visiting youth groups. We were guided to a fenced-in
area where Boy Scouts are building an outdoor nature center.
Close by we saw an area frequently flooded by the Des Plaines
River as it has for centuries.

Finally we were led through a circular path of newlyconstructed garden of native prairie plants. Many trails
meander through the preserve where the land is constantly
undergoing ecological restoration. The center continually
develops areas for hiking, picnicking, camping and relaxing
views. Programs are developed for the public, schools and
community groups.
A referendum will likely appear on the November 2022 ballot
for a modest increase of taxes (one-quarter of one-tenth of 1%
— 0.025%). The purpose is to expand and improve the benefits
provided by Cook County and to set the Forest Preserve District
on a sustainable fiscal path. The increase will support the Next
Generation Conservation Plan adopted in 2014 which sets out
a blueprint for the future of the forest preserves and nature
centers. Priorities have been given to programs and initiatives
advancing racial equity and climate change sustainability.
The Cook County Forest Preserve District includes 27 preserves/
centers in about 70,000 acres including the Brookfield Zoo and
Chicago Botanic Garden.

The sugar maples around River Trail Nature Center (tinyurl.com/has85mvb) showing off their color in the fall.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF THE LAKE MICHIGAN REGION

— by Elizabeth Kinney
The meeting was held both in person in Indiana and virtually
on October 15 and 16, 2021. The opening lecture on Friday
evening titled “Bad Ass Women of the Dunes” was given by Joe
Gruzalski, an Indiana Dunes National Park ranger. He focused on
important women in the history of the dunes. One was Harriet
Colfax (1824-1905) who became the first lighthouse keeper
in Michigan City, Indiana and held that position for 43 years.
Another woman highlighted was Alice Gray (1881-1925), a
graduate of the University of Chicago who took the South Shore
train to the Dunes with a blanket and two pistols and never left.
She lived in an abandoned fishing shack for four years, bathing
daily in Lake Michigan. She liked solitude but eventually hooked
up with Paul Wilson living together in another shack.
One of the first lobbyists for the national park was Bess May
Vrooman Sheehan (1882-1968). Bess had to choose between
marrying Frank Sheehan or continuing to work as a teacher.
She also campaigned successfully for the establishment of the
Indiana Dunes State Park. Another woman highlighted was Katie
Beatrice Green Hall (1938-2012). She got her start in politics
working for Richard Hatcher when he ran for mayor of Gary,
Indiana. Later, she served two terms in U.S. Congress (19811985) where she was instrumental in making Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day a federal holiday. Katie also helped establish
the Douglas Nature Center of the National Park Service in the
Indiana Dunes National Park. Another woman featured was
Irene Herlocker-Meyer (1921-2014) who, over the course of 10
years, helped establish the Hoosier Prairie Preserve which is now
part of the national park. The lesson: motivated individuals can
do extraordinary things!
The first speaker on Saturday was Professor Erin Argyilan of
Indiana University Northwest. Her talk was titled: “A Geologic
Perspective on High Lake Levels – Is It Time to Resist or
Retreat?” She spoke about lake levels fluctuating in 30-year
cycles, pointing out that high lake levels were experienced in

1986-1987 and then again in 2020. Due to drought, lake levels
are down in 2021. She said that rainfall patterns are shifting,
noting that rain has become more intense and does not filter into
the ground as it used. There are also more freeze-thaw events
which are hard on sand dunes while the increasingly late onset
of shoreline ice makes the shoreline more vulnerable to erosion.
The last speaker was Dr. Victoria Witters, senior program specialist
with Save the Dunes, a non-profit organization. Save the Dunes was
founded in 1952 with a mission to preserve, protect and restore
Indiana sand dunes and all natural resources in the Northwest
Indiana Lake Michigan watershed thus enhancing the quality of
life of residents of the area. Lake Michigan is the third largest of
the Great Lakes and the fifth largest freshwater lake in the world. It
is 307 miles long, 118 miles wide and its average depth is 279 feet
(the maximum depth is 923 feet). Indiana has long had a problem
with toxic chemical releases into Lake Michigan. In 2017, U.S. Steel
entered into a consent decree with the United States Department
of Justice. In 2019, Cleveland Cliffs had a catastrophic spill into
the Little Calumet River which killed many fish. Witters stated that
the Indiana Department of Environmental Management is severely
understaffed with only two staff members to handle Northwest
Indiana inspections. Save the Dunes has developed a Water
Pollution Prevention Plan for Northwest Indiana. It is working to
build support for its implementation.
During the business part of the meeting, there were reports
from various committees including advocacy, development and
education. The Advocacy Committee successfully supported
continued funding for the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative
(www.glri.us) this year. The Education Committee will continue to
provide speakers to local leagues on such topics as PFAs, greenalgae water blooms, the Clean Water Act and native plants. An
Earth Day event is being planned for Chicago in April 2022 and
will include Tom Skilling and a panel of climate change experts.
League of Women Voters of the Lake Michigan Region website:
www.lwvlmr.org
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AN EVENING WITH THE GAVINS: INSPIRATIONS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
— by Al and Karen Telser

We are grateful to the Gavins for having
provided a top-rate local newspaper
to Evanston for the past 23 years and
Our evening with the Gavins began
for ensuring that qualified, motivated
by hearing some statistics from
SUPPORT LOCAL
writers, editors and others are assuming
moderator Helen Gagel, who
the Gavins’ responsibilities keeping the
informed us that the University of
RoundTable alive well into the future.
North Carolina’s Hussman School of
The LWVE is grateful for the RoundTable’s work in providing
Journalism and Media annually produces a report on “news
candidate and election information to the community, and
deserts” in the United States. Since 2004, our country has
for their logistics and material support for the creation of our
lost 25 percent, roughly 2100 of its print newspapers — 70
election supplement.
dailies and over 2000 weeklies/non-dailies. More than 200
counties now have no local newspaper nor any other source
of credible, comprehensive information. Most people who’ve
lost their newspapers and other sources are economically
▲ Develop new friendships
vulnerable and isolated and have inadequate or no Internet
▲ Attend any of our 20+ monthly
connectivity at all.

JOURNALISM

programs

This event was an opportunity to celebrate and gain wisdom
from Evanston RoundTable co-founders Mary and Larry Gavin.
They started the Round Table in 1998 and recently retired as
its publishers and editors. They and the RoundTable played an
important role in ensuring that Evanston is not a news desert.

Find community,
support and life
enrichment!
BECOME A MEMBER

Helen raised several questions including the following two:
What inspired the Gavins to take on this enterprise?
Twenty-three years ago, when they were 20-year residents
with children in the Evanston public schools and had been
active in City government and civic organizations, the Gavins
felt they “knew Evanston pretty well.” But, they thought the
local newspaper at the time was not providing a fair picture
of the richness of our community and its resources — cultural,
educational, informational and others.
Larry had actively served as a member of School District 65’s
Long-Term Planning Commission, researching and developing
detailed plans for continuing school desegregation efforts
and addressing achievement gaps among groups of students.
However, after an initial discussion of the plans, the District 65
school board tabled further discussion or action and nothing
further appeared to be forthcoming. Larry saw a local newspaper
as a means to keep those topics before the public eye. While
Mary began the work of establishing a newspaper, Larry was still
practicing law. When he retired, they together went full steam
ahead on the Evanston RoundTable.
What did they feel were their most important
accomplishments? While Mary worked diligently on her
reporting “beat,” City of Evanston government, she cited
the journalistic growth of the interns she oversaw, and their
subsequent career successes, as being very meaningful to her.
Larry continued to focus mainly on District 65, and his efforts
have led to significant policy changes in the way District 65 test
scores are reported to the community.
As publishers and reporters, the Gavins learned a great deal
about Evanston, and about the challenges of publishing
a local newspaper: sooner or later, you’re sure to anger
people you know; and, we are home to many insightful and
creative minds.
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▲ Navigate available community
services
▲ Get tech help, rides to medical
appointments, friendly visiting
and neighborly support
▲ Volunteer and improve
someone’s life

WiseUpToday.org

(formerly known as North Shore Village)
CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION continued from page 1

picture of past League priorities — and, perhaps, an inspiration
for future efforts.
The question of “how?” led to brainstorming about a year of
League-focused events — presentations, exhibits and timeline,
publications, ceremonies, a City proclamation and, of course,
participation in the Fourth of July parade! We will call upon some
of our League talent to develop a logo and design theme to
create visibility and enhance our efforts.
Recalling our past and building our future can also be a base
for fundraising. Our regular pattern of fundraising events has
been interrupted by the pandemic, and as the Covid shut-down
recedes, we can get more excited about speakers, dinners or
exhibits that could attract positive publicity for the League and
generate financial support.
The planning discussion highlighted a call for additional ideas
and volunteers to help with the research and generate engaging
approaches to members and the community. We ask league
members who have memories of earlier league achievements or
who have neighbors or friends involved in past league efforts to
come forward with their stories.
Please search your files or your memories for stories of the
past 100 years of the League in Evanston. Contact our copresidents, Mary Kelly at kelly96@rcn.com or Jennifer O’Neil at
jenoneil2@gmail.com to help us plan and celebrate.
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VOTER SERVICES UPDATE

LWVE EVENTS AT-A-GLANCE

— by Mary Keefe Kelly

VIA ZOOM:
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 3:30 to 4:30 pm
LWVE CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE MEETING
Visit tinyurl.com/4p5sx23m to register for Zoom link

Every day, League members
in our Evanston/Skokie
neighborhoods work toward
our mission of reaching out
to assist and educate voters
about how the civic process
works. On some days we are
more obvious than others.

IN-PERSON:
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9, 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
LWVE HOLIDAY GATHERING
Additional information for this festive event will be provided
with confirmation of your RSVP at LWVEvanston@gmail.com
IN-PERSON:
SATURDAYS, DECEMBER 11 & 18, 12 Noon to 5 p.m.
IT'S A WRAP! HOLIDAY GIFT WRAPPING!
Bookends & Beginnings, 1712 Sherman Ave. (alley), Evanston
Our annual event is a nice opportunity to increase the League’s
visibility, provide a kindness to harried holiday shoppers and
FUN FOR US! If you would like to participate in this festive
activity, contact Eva Lettiere-Roberts at elroberts@eths202.org

For instance, on September 28, the Voter Services team along
with 10 of the Leagues’ deputy registrars conducted staffed voter
registration stations. The face-to-face stations, the first ones staffed
by LWVE members in over 18 months, were held at two different
locations of the Evanston Public Library, Skokie Public Library and
The Mather of Evanston. Big kudos to Mary Rothschild for taking the
lead on organizing three public events for that day and Holly Heap
for organizing a very successful registration drive at the Mather.

VIA ZOOM:
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12, 2022, 7 p.m.
LWVE BOARD MEETING
All League members are encouraged to attend.
RSVP to LWVEvanston@gmail.com for Zoom link

And, a very special thanks to 10 of our deputy registrars who were
incredibly generous with their time: Sue Brenner, Sonia Evenstad,
Sue Calder, Katie Martin, Jennifer O’Neil, Elizabeth Kinney, Judy
Elsass, Anne Jacobson, Holly Heap and Denise Cavanaugh.

Please visit the LWVE website for updates and registration

www.lwve.org

ETHS VOLUNTEER FAIR

— by Jennifer O’Neil

The ETHS Volunteer Fair is an annual event that offers students the
opportunity to become familiar with community organizations and
the wide variety of volunteer opportunities that they offer. Kristine
Lofquist and Jennifer O’Neil participated on behalf of the League
and were joined for a portion of the time by LWVE Emerging
Leader Member Eva Lettiere-Roberts, a senior at ETHS. Twelve
students expressed interest and a half dozen have followed up
with the League to volunteer for specific projects: observer corps,
local programing, holiday wrapping (at Bookends & Beginnings),
candidate forums and the July 4th parade.
We look forward to working with Mayra Gonzalez, Keely O’Brien,
Aliya Gillon, Anna Grigorescu, Erika Bock and Sophia Sherman, and,
of course, Eva Lettiere-Roberts.

In Remembrance of Our Members
The League of Women Voters of Evanston
expresses sympathy to the families of
Ruth Belzer and Jody Wilson on the
passing of these two well-loved and
respected League members.

Holly Heap and Denise Cavanaugh

The League has partnered with the National Voter Registration Day
(NVRD) organization for several years now, and despite it being a
“non-election” year and in the face of COVID-19 and its restrictions,
we were able to continue in that tradition. The presence of our
registrars at multiple tables in our neighborhoods spoke to remind
our communities of one of our key visions: democracy where
every person has the right, the knowledge and the confidence to
participate in government.

EVANSTON CITY MANAGER UPDATE
— by Cheryl Wollin
The LWVE was pleased to be invited to share its perspectives on
what qualities the new city manager should possess. Three members
of the local government committee, Betty Hayford, Sue Calder and
Cheryl Wollin, met with a search committee interviewer on October
12 to share our concerns and ideas through our observations of
city council and city committee meetings. A letter summarizing our
thoughts, and approved by the board, was also hand-delivered.
In addition to transparency, excellent communication skills, fiscal
and budgetary experience and knowledge of the community, we
stressed the need for strong leadership.
Evanston is a diverse city filled with resources, but also many
challenges. With a new mayor, four new council members, a new
president of Northwestern and a new city manager, there are many
opportunities for building vital relationships.
The search firm has a very ambitious timetable. They have prepared
a recruitment brochure with the goal of having three candidates to
present to City Council (and residents) in early January.
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